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The form of the variation of the free energy with temperature and external field near the 
transition point is derived by estimating the correlation functions of a partially ordered sys
tem. The behavior of various thermodynamic quantities in the transition region is related to 
the binary correlation function. In particular, the magnetic susceptibility in a strong magnetic 
field is determined; for a plane Ising model it behaves as H-14115. The results of physical and 
mathematical experiments are discussed. 

CoNSIDER a system which is capable of ordering, 
and which is characterized by a conserved additive 
quantity (moment) 

M=~m(r), 
r 

where r labels points in configuration space. Ex
amples of such systems are ferromagnets, ferro
electrics etc. In the following we shall use the 
terminology appropriate to the magnetic systems. 
In the absence of an external field H these sys
tems may, at a certain temperature Tc, undergo 
a transition to an ordered state in which ( M) :f. 0 
(spontaneous magnetization). In the neighborhood 
of T c one finds a number of characteristic phe
nomena: the correlation radius r c of the quanti
ties m(r) increases, the magnetic susceptibility 
X = 8(M)/8H increases, and the thermodynamic 
quantities have singularities at T = Tc, H = 0. All 
these phenomena are interconnected. The object of 
the present paper is to determine the quantitative 
relations between these variables. 

The only !mown example for which rigorous re
sults at H = 0 have been obtained is the plane 
Ising model. [ 1l When H :f. 0, no rigorous solution 
is available even for this system. For the three
dimensional Ising model there exist numerical cal
culation (see e.g. [Zl) of x, (M), and the specific 
heat CH. About the Heisenberg model much less 
is known: numerical calculations have been done 
only for x. [ 21 All these investigations are also 
limited to H = 0. 

In this paper it will be shown that the singulari
ties of all thermodynamic quantities are deter
mined by two parameters, which determine the be
havior of the correlation functions near the critical 
point in the absence of a magnetic field. These ar-

guments will lead, in particular, to relations first 
obtained by Widom[Sl and by Essam and Fisher. [ 41 

1. EXPANSION OF THE FREE ENERGY IN 
POWERS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD 

The Hamiltonian ::Je of a magnetic system in the 
external magnetic field H has the form 

::Jt = ::feo- MH, ( 1.1) 

where .'1e0 is the Hamiltonian of the system without 
the magnetic field. We shall measure the magnetic 
field in units of H0, the molecular field at satura
tion. The n-th order correlation function 
Q(r1, r 2, ••• , rn) will be defined in terms of the 
mean products of the local spins, 

Kn(r!,rz, ... ,rn) = (m(r1)m(r2) ... m(rn)> 

by the relations (T > Tc, H = 0) 

Qz(r!, rz) = Kz(r1, r2), 

K~(r1, rz, rs, r4) = Q,(r!, rz, rs, r~) + Qz(r~, r2)Qz(rs, r~) 

+ Qz(r!, rs)Qz(r2, r~) + Qz(ri, r4)Qz(rz, rs), 

K6(r1, rz, ... , rs)= Q6(r1, rz, ... , r6) + Qz(r!, rz)Q4(rs, r4, rs, r6) 

+Q2(r~,ra)Q4(rz, r4, rs,r6) +Q2(r1,r4)Q4(r2,rs,rs,r6) 

... + Qz (r~, rz) Q2 (rs, r4) Qz (rs, r6) 

+ Qz(r!, rs)Qz(r2, r4)Q2(rs, ra) . . . . . . . (1.2) 

There is a simple relation which determines the 
free energy, F(H), for Hi= 0, from F(O) and from 
the correlation functions: 

co H2nf 
F(H) = F(O) + kT ~ _2~ , 

n=! (2n). 

fzn = ~ 02n (r~, rz, ... , f2n). 
ri 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 
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By definition any Q2n(r1> r 2, ••• , r2ll) tends to 
zero if at least one of its arguments is moved far 
away from the others. We shall assume that all 
the Qm decrease sufficiently rapidly with increas
ing distance. Each rm is then proportional to the 
volume V of the system. 

Below the transition point there is a spontane
ous magnetization and therefore the average prod
uct Km+l of an odd number of spins is non-zero; 
consequently the definition (1.2) and the relations 
(1.3) and (1.4) are modified somewhat: 

Kt = Ql = <M> / V, K2 (rt, r2) = Qz(rt, r2) + Q1 (rt) Q1 (r2), 

(1. 2') 

Ka (rt, r2, ra) = Qs(r~, r2, ra) + Qt (rt) Q2 (r2, r3) 

+ Qt(r2)Qz(rt, ra) + Qt(ra)Q2(rt. r2) 

+ Qt(rt)Qt(r2)Qt(ra) etc. 

oo H"f 
FH=F(H)-F(O)=kT ~--nf· 

n=l 

r.,. = ~ Q.,.(rt, r2, ... ' r.,.). 
rj 

(1. 3') 

( 1. 4') 

The equations (1.2'), (1.3'), and (1.4') can also 
be looked at from a different point of view. Con
sider the system in a given non-zero field H0 and 
add to it another field H. Then the equations (1.2) 
to (1.4) remain valid if we take the averages in 
(1.2) to mean averages in the given field H0, and 
FH = F(H0 + H) - F(H0). 

2. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS IN THE 
NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE TRANSITION 
POINT 

Assume that, as T- T c• for H = 0, the corre
lation radius rc increases as some negative power 
of T=(T-Tc)/Tc: 

(2.1) 

and that the behavior of the correlation function 
Qz(ri> r 2) is given by 

Q2 (0, r) ~ rP, 1 ~ r~ rc (2.2) 

(the lattice constant is taken as unity). 
The physical state of the system above the 

transition point can be visualized in the following 
way. In each region of dimension rc the spins are 
correlated, and the total moment ~ of the region 
is non-zero. However, the total moments of dif
ferent regions of this size are equally likely to 
have the same or opposite signs, so that the aver
age moment of the whole system vanishes. 

We estimate the rm defined in (1.4) in the fol-

lowing manner. We break the sum over the rj into 
parts corresponding to regions of dimensions of 
the order of rc (we recall that we saw that only 
those configurations contribute substantially for 
\Vhich the distances between all the rj do not ex
ceed rc). The summation over each such region 
gives a quantity of the order of ~2n. The number 
of regions is proportional to V/r~ (a is the num
ber of space dimensions). This leads for rm to 
the estimate 

(2.3) 

In particular, for r2 

(2.4) 

On the other hand, (2.2) gives the asymptotic esti
mate 1> 

r2- v~-~~- (2.5) 

A comparison of (2.4) with (2.5) shows that 

(2.6) 

This gives for rm 

f 2n ,..._, Vr<ga-·PJn-a ~ V,;:-a.[(Za-1\)n-al. (2. 7) 

Now assume that the system has a non-vanishing 
total moment (M), either because there is an ex
ternal magnetic field, or because the temperature 
is below the transition point. This means that the 
function 

K2 (0, r) = <m(O)m(r)> 

tends as r - oo to the finite limit 

IimK2 (0, r) = m2 = <M)2/V2. 
7-+00 

The influence of the external magnetic field clearly 
becomes important at such distances r « r c for 
which K 2 ~ r-f3 is of the order of m 2• This rela
tion defines a "magnetic correlation length:" 

rc(H) ,..._, m-2/il. 

The magnetic field has to be regarded as weak 
or as strong, according to whether the quantity 
MH is less or greater than unity. In a weak mag
netic field the magnetic correlation length r c(H) 
exceeds the "thermal" length rc(T). In this case 
the estimates for rm evidently remain unchanged. 
The quantities r 2n+l will now acquire non-zero 
values of the order H~ 2n + 1V/r~. In strong mag-

l)An estimate of this kind was used first by M.E. Fisher['] 
to calculate the magnetic susceptibility of the plane Ising 
model. 
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netic fields rc(H) « rc(T). In that case all rn 
are estimated by the single expression 

fn ~ Vmn[rc(H)]a<n-1),.., Vmn-2a(n-i)ill. (2.8) 

3. THERMODYNAMICS OF AN ORDERED 
TRANSITION IN AN EXTERNAL FIELD 
NEAR THE TRANSITION POINT 

Consider Eq. (1.3) for the free energy of the 
system in a magnetic field. By summing the series 
( 1. 3) we obtain an expression of the form 

where f(x) is some dimensionless function. For 
small x it can be expanded in a series of integral 
powers of its argument. We shall prove that the 
series for f(x) has a finite convergence radius Xo· 

It follows indeed from a theorem by Lee and 
Yang[ 6 J that the free energy F is an analytic func
tion of z = eH/T, with a cut along the circle lzl = 1, 
except for an arc from z = e-iA. to z = eiA through 
the point z = 1. As T- Tc from above (T- 0, 
T > 0) the quantity A. tends to zero. Thus F is, 
for positive T, an analytic function of z - 1 in a 
circle of radius I eiA. - 11. For small T we may 
take the radius of convergence approximately equal 
to A. and replace z - 1 by H/T c· To the same ap
proximation we may take the cut in the H plane 
from ±ill. T c to ± ioo. It follows that F( T, H) is, for 
positive T, an analytic function of H in the region 
I HI < A. T C• and the same applies to the function 
f(H2/T"') and its representation by the series (1.3). 
Since f(x) is a function only of its argument x, 
the radius of convergence of its expansion must be 
a dimensionless number of the order of unity. 
Hence the convergence radius of F( T, H) as a func
tion of His xv~ TV/Z. The function f(x) can be 
continued analytically beyond the convergence 
limit. This analytic continuation gives the beha
vior of F(T, H) for T > 0 and H »Tv. From the 
second derivative of F(H) with respect to H we 
obtain the magnetic susceptibility in a weak mag
netic field: 

(3.2) 

As T- 0 the quantity F(H) must tend to a fi
nite limit. This is possible only if f(x) ~ xa/<za-{3> 
as x- oo, Then 

F(H) - F(O) ,.., lf2a/(2a-IIJ. (3.3) 

This gives us the magnetization and the suscepti
bility in a strong magnetic field (H »r<a-1/2f3l a): 

M = -aF J 8H ,.., Hll/(2a-IIJ, X ,.., [J21.a-IIJ/(2a-IIJ. ( 3.4) 

The application of an external magnetic field 
leads to the appearance of long-range order, and, 
consequently, to a non-zero total moment, at any 
temperature. In this respect the system under 
consideration differs from a superconductor, in 
·which the application of an external magnetic field 
destroys the ordered superconducting currents, 
and therefore intensifies the phase transition. In 
the systems we are considering the phase transi
tion disappears when H =F 0, since the only feature 
which can distinguish the two phases is the pres
ence or absence of long-range order. 

The assumption that there is no phase transi
tion when H =F 0 means that the free energy F(H) 
can be expanded in a series of integral powers of 
T. This means, in particular, that the next term 
in the asymptotic expansion of f(x), following the 
one we have determined, must be proportional to 
x<aa-1l/<za-{3 >a. The corresponding term in FH 

can, apart from a constant factor, be written as 
rH 2<aa-lJ/<za-{3>a. The asymptotic form of f(x) 

must contain a term f0(x) of degree zero in x. 
The corresponding term in FH = F(H)- F(O), 
which is proportional to Taaf0(H2/r < za-{3la, must 
cancel the singularity in F( 0). This means that 
the quantity aa is related to the nature of the sin
gularity of the specific heat CH for H = 0 by 

aa = 11 + 2, (3.5) 

if CH ~ rJ.l as T- 0. For J1 = 0 the singularity 
of the specific heat is logarithmic (unless there is 
a jump). In that case f(x) ~ ln lx 1. This is, indeed, 
the only case in which f0(x) can be represented as 
a sum of functions of T and of H, respectively. If 
J1 =F 0 (in that case J1 is necessarily not an integer) 
f0(x) is a constant. 

Consider now the behavior of F(H, T) for nega
tive T. For this purpose we make use of the con
clusions reached above about the analyticity of 
F(H, T) as a function of T for finite values of H. 
These imply that the function Taa [f(H2/r "') - f0] is 
an analytic function of T for sufficiently small T 

and finite H. The change from positive to negative 
values of T ( IT I"' » H2) amounts to a rotation in 
the x plane through an angle of ±'lTV with I xI » 1. 
But it has been shown that the points ± iXo are the 
only singularities of the function f(x). In the rota
tion by an angle of ± 1T v from the positive real x 
axis one must necessarily cross the cut. If we 
continue the function f(x) on the second sheet into 
the region of small x, at fixed arg x, we reach 
the region in which T < 0 and H << T "'· We see 
that changing the sign of T at small H in ( 3.1) 
necessarily brings us from one branch of the 
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many-valued function f(x) to another, which is ob
tained from the first by the procedure described 
above. We denote this branch by (fJ(X). While we 
know that the first branch f(x) is analytic for 
I xI < x0, we cannot assert this about cp(x). On the 
contrary, it follows from the expansion (1. 3) that 
this function can be represented as a power series 
in rx, and that the coefficient of rx does not van
ish, a fact which is related to the appearance of a 
spontaneous moment for T < 0. The magnitude of 
the spontaneous moment M0 is found from the re
lation 

In the presence of a non-zero magnetic field, 
the magnetic moment is, for T < 0, given by the 
relation 

aF ( nz ) 111/ =- --=- 2kT Vra<a-BJHcp' -----. . 
f)[{ c T(2a-Bla 

( 3.6) 

By solving this equation for H we find 

m = M/V, ( :3. 7) 

where g 2(x) is the inverse function to rx cp'(x). 
The spontaneous magnetization ms can be 

found as the root of the equation H(ms) = 0. ms is 
obviously connected with the root x 1 of the equa
tion g(x1) = 0 by the relation 

(3.8) 

It may be assumed that g(x) has no positive real 
roots. The nonvanishing roots of g(x) lie on the 
line arg x 1 = - 1h rra/3. Note that g(x) is an odd 
function, so that for any root x1 there always is 
another at - x1• 

The the behavior of all thermodynamic quanti
ties is determined by two parameters, for which 
we may choose, for example, a and f3. 

For the value of the moment m in the case of a 
strong field, 

<P(m) =F-HoF/olf=<Preg(O) +Am2afB 

+ B-rm2(aa-1)/aB + ... , (3. 9) 

where <I>reg(O) is the non-singular part of ci>(O). 
Equation (3.8) has the same form as the Landau[ 7J 

expansion in terms of the order parameter 
7J = m alf3, but the exponents of the different terms 
in (3.9) have the relation suggested by Landau only 
if aa = 2. If we use two terms of the series (3.9) 
to determine the spontaneous moment, we obtain 
the correct temperature dependence of ms ( T), but 
for m""' ms(T) all terms in the series (3.9) are 
of the same order, and one must not use a finite 

number of terms. Another difference from the 
Landau theory is that the term of order T 2 in the 
expansion (3.9) may depend logarithmically on the 
moment. 

We next estimate the range of validity of (3.1). 
Its derivation was based on the method of summing 
the main terms in the series, neglecting in r 211 

terms of the relative order T. Their inclusion 
leads to an expression of the following form: 

F(ll) = F(O) + lcTcV-r"a[J(x) + -r/!(x) + -r2/z(x) + ... ] 
+ AkTcV1Jl(H), (3.10) 

where f1(x) and f2(x) are some functions of the 
argument x = H2/T<Za-j3>()1. The last term on the 
right-hand side of (3.10) represents the contribu
tion from short-range correlations which do not 
depend on T. We note that >l'(H) ~ H2 as H- 0. 
The condition for the validity of ( 3.1) is that T « 1 
(in order to make the terms Tf1(x), T2f2(x), etc., 
negligible compared to f(x)), and H « 1 (to make 
the non-singular term proportional to >l'(H) negli
gible). 

From the equations of this section, a straight
forward calculation gives the relations between the 
order of the singularities in the specific heat and 
in the weak-field susceptibility and the behavior 
of the spontaneous magnetization. They are the 
same as the relations found by Essam and 
Fisher, [ 4J who analyzed similar expansions under 
certain assumptions. Another relation connecting 
the behavior of the strong-field and weak-field 
susceptibility with that of the spontaneous magnet
ization was found by Widom. [ 3J The latter con
sidered a lattice gas model and assumed that the 
critical isochore had a finite slope. 

4. COMPARISON WITH THE RESULTS OF 
CALCULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS 

We choose the two-dimensional Ising model as 
an example. Here we use the values a = 1, 
f3 = 1/ 4, known from the rigorous solutions given 
by Onsager, Kaufman, and Yang. With these values 
we find from ( 3. 5) the result J.l = 0 for the singu
larity in the specific heat at T- 0 (logarithmic 
divergence), in agreement with the classical re
sult of On sager. 

We also find from (3.8) that the spontaneous 
moment varies as I T 11/ 8 (a result first obtained 
by Onsager and confirmed by Yang). (3.2) gives 
the behavior of the magnetic susceptibility for 
T > 0, H « T 15 18: X~ T- 714 (this result was found 
by Fisher[ sJ ). 

In a strong magnetic field, H » T 1518, the mag
netic susceptibility has the form [ 3J 
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X,...., JI-U/15. ( 4.1) 

For large moments (m » T 118) the thermodynamic 
potential <1> = F- H8F /8H can be expanded in pow
ers of T. This expansion has a characteristic 
form, which was given by Landau[ 71 in his theory 
of phase transitions, and here the parameter 17 is 
the quantity 17 = m 4: 

<D =<Do -i- ATr]2 + B'l']" -i-... . (4.2) 

However, as we have already pointed out, the ne
glected terms in the expansion are not small near 
the minimum of <1>. 

For the three-dimensional Ising model numeri
cal calculations (cf. e.g. [ 21 ) show that 

m,...., IT I'/" (T < 0), x,...., T-'/, (T > 0). 

The result for the singularity of the specific heat, 
which in our opinion is less reliable, is 

C......, In ITI (T < 0), C,...., T-'/s (T > 0). 

Since C""' Til this behavior would suggest that 
Jl = 0 for T < 0, and Jl = - 1h for T > 0. This vari
ation of Jl seems to us hard to understand, since, 
according to Sec. 3, F(H) - F(O) behaves as 

H<I1+2J/(Il+2-vl + const·TH(~t + 1) I (!1 + 2- y), 

where 'Y = 1/ 2 a{3, and this expression should not 
depend on the sign of T. The change in Jl would 
mean that the phase transition persists for H * 0 
without change in Tc. 

If we accept the data on m and X as evidence, 
we find the values a = %, {3 = 1, J.! = - Y8• The 
non-linear magnetic susceptibility varies as H-4/ 5• 

We point out that the resulting value Jl = - 1/ 8 does 
not agree ·with either of the values obtained from 
the numerical work. 

It seems to us that the results indicate a bad 
convergence of the methods of approximation in 
either of the regions. 

In the Heisenberg model we know of numerical 
results only for X""' T-4/ 3 (cf. [ 21 ), so that we can
not at present apply our theory. Measurements of 
the specific heat of iron (Kraftmakher[ 81 ) are well 
described by a logarithmic law (J.t = 0). Experi
ments on the scattering of neutrons in iron (Jacrot 
et al. [ 9 1) show that the correlation function be
tween the spins decreases, for T = 0, as r-1 ({3 = 1). 
Hence, from our relations a = 213, X ""' T - 4/ 3 in a 
weak field, X""' H1/ 5 in a strong field, and 
ms ""' IT 1113. Unfortunately we do not know of any 
sufficiently accurate measurements of these quan
tities for iron. 

Measurements of the magnetic susceptibility of 
nickel near the Curie point were made by Weiss 

and Forrer, [ 101 and analyzed in a recent paper by 
Kouvel and Fisher. [111 Their results agree with 
the empirical formulae: x ""' T -1. 37 (weak field) and 
x ~ H 0• 237 (strong field), which is not in bad 
agreement with the values given above. 

One may hope that the phase transition is in all 
ferromagnets described by the unique values J.! = 0 
and {3 = 1, and that these values will also be ob
tained from the Heisenberg model. 

5. EQUATION OF STATE AND THERMODY
NAMIC FUNCTIONS OF A LATTICE GAS 
NEAR THE CRITICAL POINT 

Using the well-known analogy between the Ising 
model and the lattice gas (cf. e.g. [ 121 ) we can de
rive from the results of Sec. 3 an equation of state 
for the lattice gas in an approximation which is 
valid near the critical point. It has the form 

P-Pc- bT 
------- = K(x). g(.x) = g(x)- .rg' (x). 

't2+~t-V · 

p-pc 
X= (5.1) 

where P is the pressure, p the density, Pc and 
p c their values at the critical point, b is a con
stant, 'Y = 1f2 a{3, and the function g(x) is defined 
by ( 3. 8). For the two-dimensional lattice gas, in 
particular, 

P - P c - b't ( P - Pc \ 
't15/18 = g -:(118" ) . (5.2) 

We know the asymptotic behavior of the function 
g(x) (T > 0): 

g(x) ,...., x<ll+2-vliv for x-+ oo, g(x) ,...., x2 for x--+0. 

The equation for the critical isotherm takes the 
form 

(5.3) 

For the plane lattice gas the exponent of the power 
of p - Pc in (5.3) is 15. [ 31 For T < 0 the asymp
totic behavior of g(x) for x- oo remains the 
same. For T < 0 the function g(x) vanishes for 
two opposite and equal non-zero values ± x 1 (see 
equation (3.9)). The curve on which g(x) vanishes 
for T < 0 is the boundary of the hvo-phase region. 
Its equation is 

p- Pc =' +Xt'tv for P -Pc = b( IP- Pel I Xt) 1N. (5.4) 

This equation is known for the plane case ( cf. [ 111 ). 

The compressibility {3 = v-1(8V /8P)T N is ob
tained from the thermodynamic identity ' 

(5.5) 
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The derivative (op/op)T v for the lattice gas is 
identical with the quantity 1/ 4(om/8H)T v for the 
Ising model. Therefore we obtain from' (3.8) and 
(5.5) 

[ ' p- p .. ]~-! 
~ = _ ,~+2- zvg' ( -~-"- ) . \ ,v ; 

In the region I p - Pc I » TY in particular 

~ ~ - / P -- Pc 1-(JL+Z-ZV)/v • 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

For the plane case the exponent on the right-hand 
side of ( 5. 7) is -14. 

The specific heat Cy N of the lattice gas in the 
single-phase region coin'cides with the specific 
heat Cv, m of the Ising model. The calculation 
gives the following results: 

Cv, N =A (p -- Pc) ~iv ( or Ay-lln (p- Pc) for f1 = 0) 

for /p--pc/~Tv, 

Cv,N=ATIL (or AlnT foqt=O) for /p--Pcl<-rv. 

(5.8) 

The specific heat Cp, N is found by means of 
the familiar relation 

CP, N =Cr. N-T ( fJP/oT) ;, N (fJP/fJV) i 1N. (5.9) 

A study of the quantity (OP /oT)v, N shows that 
this may be treated as a constant, say, b, if 
1 + J.1- y > 0. We shall restrict ourselves to this 
case. Then 

CP, N- Cv, N;::::; --Tb2 (8V / fJP)'r, N· (5.10) 

We are indebted to A. S. Borovik-Romanov, 
I. Z. Fisher, Yu. M. Kagan, L. Pal, Ya. Gordon 

and other members of the seminar on the theory 
of condensed matter at Dubna, and also to G. V. 
Ryazanov for interesting discussions. 
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